WILL YOU SUCCEED? YES, YOU WILL INDEED! ... BUT ONLY IF YOU READ!

BOOK SUGGESTIONS

TIPS ABOUT READING WITH YOUR BABY

0-3 MONTHS
- Name and point to the pictures your baby is looking at
- Turn the pages following your baby’s interest and your own
- Act out pictures using your face, hands and voice

4-5 MONTHS
- Name and point to the pictures your baby shows interest in
- Turn the pages, following their interest
- Have a back and forth conversation

6-8 MONTHS
- Help your baby turn pages, following their interest
- Make a game of copying your baby while they are playing with books
- Talk about characters and noises they make

9-11 MONTHS
- Talk about how your baby is enjoying the book
- Follow your baby’s interest, don’t worry about missing pages or finishing the whole book
- Name and point to the pictures your baby is looking at, touching or talking to

WHERE CAN YOU FIND CHILDREN'S BOOKS?

LOCAL LIBRARY • BARNES AND NOBLE • SCHOOLS • RAINBOW BOOKS IDAHO • REDISCOVERED BOOKSHOP